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Jewelry is truly a timeless favorite. It is the perfect accent to a dress and is also a precious gift to
someone special.  A simple dress will look more elegant when highlighted with a layered pearl
necklace paired with pearl earrings.  A black dress will look dramatic with a big diamond pendant on
a white gold chain. Even casual clothes paired with a bracelet studded with your birthstone will look
chic.  Many jewelry stores in Houston TX have an assortment of jewelry that will suit your style and
preference.

When a piece of jewelry delights the receiver, it means that it matches her style and personality.
Rings, bracelets and necklaces are the most common gifts that put a sparkle in any recipientâ€™s eyes. 
 Pearls are a good gift for women over 30, because they symbolize elegance and sophistication.
These suit most occasions as well. Birthstones are also a great gift idea because it reminds you of
your birth month and reflects the personality of those born on that month.  Birthstones can be set for
a bracelet, pendant, brooch and a pair of earrings

Gold, white gold, platinum, titanium, and silver are the most commonly used metals in jewelry
settings. Each is used according to their physical characteristics. Gold is the most popular choice for
wedding and engagement rings. It is also very popular in dress rings, earrings, pendants, necklaces
and bracelets. The two things you need to consider when buying gold jewelry is carat, or weight of
gold per gram, and shade. Common gold colors are white, yellow, and rose gold.

If you prefer white jewelry, platinum is also an ideal choice. Platinum used for jewelry is almost in its
purest form. It is long-wearing, very white and does not need to be plated with rhodium like gold.
Platinum is also significantly more expensive than gold. It is denser and heavier, and it is often a
prestige choice for the rich and famous. It is also used for engagement rings and wedding rings.

Houston jewelry stores also offer silver to their customers. Sterling silver is a white-grey colored
metal less expensive than gold, platinum and titanium. It is also a softer material than other jewelry
metals. Silver is a common choice for jewelries because it can be worn daily in a much simpler
fashion. However, it is more prone to oxidation which sometimes causes it to turn black. It can be
cleaned by jewelry polishes and cleaners.

The jewelry stores Houston has offers a range of beautifully designed jewelries. They come in
countless designs each uniquely crafted to suit any occasion. Finding that perfect piece of jewelry
can be difficult so your jeweler will guide you and provide the best recommendations.

The jewelry stores in Houston TX have the pieces that will make the recipient feel special and
appreciated. Find one that will match the occasion and the personality of your loved one. If you
would like to read up some more on jewelry gifts, visit: e-nterests.com, gilletts.com.au and
publishersvault.com.
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Jeffry Pullam - About Author:
For more details, search a Houston jewelry stores , a jewelry stores Houston and a jewelry stores in
Houston TX in Google for related information.
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